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Abstract While reliable procedures for determining

the conformations of proteins are available, methods

for generating ensembles of structures that also reflect

their flexibility are much less well established. Here we

present a systematic assessment of the ability of

ensemble-averaged molecular dynamics simulations

with ensemble-averaged NMR restraints to simulta-

neously reproduce the average structure of proteins

and their associated dynamics. We discuss the effects

that under-restraining (overfitting) and over-restrain-

ing (underfitting) have on the structures generated in

ensemble-averaged molecular simulations. We then

introduce the MUMO (minimal under-restraining

minimal over-restraining) method, a procedure in

which different observables are averaged over a dif-

ferent number of molecules. As both over-restraining

and under-restraining are significantly reduced in the

MUMO method, it is possible to generate ensembles of

conformations that accurately characterize both the

structure and the dynamics of native states of proteins.

The application of the MUMO method to the protein

ubiquitin yields a high-resolution structural ensemble

with an RDC Q-factor of 0.19.

Keywords Structure determination � Molecular

dynamics simulations � Nuclear magnetic resonance �
Structural ensembles � Over-restraining � Under-

restraining

Introduction

An accurate description of the inherent flexibility of

proteins in solution is often indispensable in order to

account for important biochemical processes such as

enzymatic catalysis, signal transduction and molecular

recognition (Karplus and Petsko 1990; Wand 2001;

Palmer 2004; Carlson and McCammon 2000; Carlson

2002; Ma and Nussinov 2002; Teague 2003; Wong and

McCammon 2003; Perryman et al. 2004; Grunberg

et al. 2004; Karplus and Kuriyan 2005). The combina-

tion of experimental methods and molecular dynamics

simulations, which has emerged as a powerful way to

determine the average structures of proteins (Brünger

et al. 1986; Scott et al. 1999; Brünger et al. 1998;

Spronk et al. 2004; Schwieters et al. 2005; Rieping

et al. 2005), also represents a promising route for

generating ensembles of structures representing their

dynamics (Torda et al. 1989; Bonvin et al. 1994; Hess

and Scheek 2003; Best and Vendruscolo 2004; Clore

and Schwieters 2004a; Lindorff-Larsen et al. 2005;

Clore and Schwieters 2006). In standard structure

determination by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

spectroscopy, a penalty is applied in a molecular sim-

ulation if an individual molecule does not satisfy the

experimental restraints, most commonly distances

derived from nuclear Overhauser effect (nOe) mea-

surements (Wüthrich 1986), so that the minimization of

the penalty energy yields a protein structure in good

agreement with all experimental restraints simulta-

neously. Since the measured data are derived experi-

mentally as averages over an ensemble of molecules

over time, the structure obtained represents a model

for the average structure rather than the conforma-

tional heterogeneity present in solution. When the
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fluctuations take place around a well-defined average

the structure produced by such a procedure tends to

have the same conformation as the most probable

conformer. This description, however, becomes less

accurate when structural fluctuations lead to the

occupation of multiple conformers (Bonvin and

Brunger 1995; Clore and Schwieters 2006; Zagrovic

and van Gunsteren 2006). In this case, the model does

not account for the entire range of statistically signifi-

cant conformations. This problem may be referred to

as over-restraining (or underfitting).

In order to reproduce the structure and dynamics of

proteins, the NMR observables used as restraints in the

simulations can be imposed as averages over several

copies of the protein molecule rather than on a single

one. This idea was first implemented for the case of

nOe distances, by applying a penalty if the time-

average of an NMR observable calculated from a

molecular dynamics trajectory differs from experiment

(Torda et al. 1989, 1990; Bonvin et al. 1994; Kemmink

and Scheek 1995; Bonvin and Brunger 1995). In an

alternative approach, penalizing forces are applied if

the calculated average distances at a given time across

an ensemble of simulated molecules (the ‘‘replica

ensemble’’) do not match the experimental ones. Since

the early implementations of the ensemble-averaged

nOe distance restraints (Bonvin et al. 1994), a variety

of restraining algorithms, including simultaneous time

and ensemble averaging (Fennen et al. 1995), have

been developed for an array of experimental observ-

ables measured for native, transition, intermediate,

and unfolded states (Vendruscolo and Paci 2003;

Vendruscolo and Dobson 2005; Kuszewski et al. 1999;

Clore and Schwieters 2004a; Clore and Schwieters

2004b; Clore and Schwieters, 2006).

While increasing the size of the replica ensemble

alleviates the underfitting problem, it eventually

introduces the well-documented problem of overfit-

ting, or under-restraining. Overfitting arises because

the addition of replicas in ensemble-averaging proce-

dures (or the lengthening of the time in time-averaging

schemes) increases the number of degrees of freedom

and hence the number of free parameters, while the

available experimental information provided by the

restraints remains constant. A better fit between

the experimental and the back-calculated data from

the simulation can simply reflect the increased number

of free parameters, rather than a better agreement with

the true distribution of structures (the ‘‘Boltzmann

ensemble’’) (Bonvin and Brunger 1995). In order to

prevent overfitting it would in principle be necessary to

increase the information content of the restraints (for

example by increasing their number) to compensate

for the increase in the number of degrees of freedom of

the ensemble. If no additional restraints are added, the

force field plays an increasingly important role in

determining the distribution of structures.

Overfitting is a concern in both time- and ensemble-

averaged restrained simulations since the accurate

description of complex protein structures requires

many more restraints than those that can be deter-

mined routinely by NMR. In an important study, Bürgi

et al. analytically demonstrated the insensitivity of

NMR observables, particularly those that are not lin-

early averaged, such as nOe distances, to the underly-

ing probability distribution of conformational states

(Bürgi et al. 2001). An additional problem is that sev-

eral conformations may yield the same measurable

observables, as is the case for the 3J-couplings due to

the existence of multiple solutions to the Karplus

equation (Scott et al. 1998). It is therefore extremely

difficult to extract the Boltzmann ensemble given a set

of NMR measurements (Bürgi et al. 2001).

Several studies have specifically addressed the

overfitting problem in ensemble-averaged simulations.

Bonvin et al. demonstrated that in the case of molec-

ular dynamics simulations restrained only with nOe

distances, overfitting occurs already with two replicas

(Bonvin and Brunger 1995). Although the restraints

are better satisfied when the number of molecules in

the replica ensemble is increased, agreement with non-

restrained distances diminishes. In a later article, the

same authors concluded that, although determining the

individual conformers present in the Boltzmann

ensemble in solution is feasible, the exact enumeration

of their Boltzmann probabilities is only possible when

exact distance restraints, rather than distance bins that

incorporate error bounds, are used (Bonvin and

Brünger 1996). More recently, a suggestion has been

made to surmount the overfitting problem by requiring

individual molecules in the replica ensemble to remain

close to an average conformation (Scott et al. 1998;

Clore and Schwieters 2004a; Clore and Schwieters

2004b). A variety of restraints were considered, which

restrict the movements of individual replicas to areas

of conformational space close to the average confor-

mation. The authors concluded that backbone move-

ments can be explained with just two replicas when

residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) are used as

restraints (Clore and Schwieters 2004a; Clore and

Schwieters 2004b). In a later study, the same authors

found that four to eight copies of the molecule are

adequate to obtain internally consistent results when

residual dipolar couplings, backbone order parameters,

and crystallographic B-factors are used as restraints

(Clore and Schwieters 2006). In another approach, S2
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order parameters, which contain information about the

dynamics of individual bond vectors, were restrained

(Best and Vendruscolo 2004). By applying this idea,

sixteen-replica simulations were found to reproduce

the native state structure and dynamics of ubiquitin, as

measured by a validation with scalar 3J-couplings and

RDCs and by the prediction of stability changes asso-

ciated with mutations (Lindorff-Larsen et al. 2005).

Despite the increasing interest in the use of

ensemble-averaged molecular dynamics simulations

for the characterization of protein dynamics, a sys-

tematic assessment of ensemble-averaged simulations

restrained by nOe distances and S2 order parameters

has not yet been performed. Here, we address this

issue by adopting an approach in which an unrestrained

molecular dynamics simulation of ubiquitin is used to

generate a collection of structures (the ‘‘reference

ensemble’’), which serves as a model of the Boltzmann

ensemble of the protein in solution. NMR data are

then back-calculated from the reference ensemble and

used as restraints in computational procedures aimed

at reconstructing the reference distribution of struc-

tures. It is thus possible to perform a cross-validation

analysis in which both the average structure and the

structural heterogeneity obtained from the restrained

simulations are compared to those of the known ref-

erence ensemble. This type of comparison avoids

problems related to possible inaccuracies in the

experimental data (since the reference ensemble grants

access to the exact atomic coordinates of all its mem-

bers) and in the translation of experimental NMR

signals into structural restraints (since the same defi-

nitions are used to back-calculate the restraints from

the reference ensemble and to enforce them in the

structure determination procedure). An assumption in

this type of approach is that the reference ensemble

generated by the molecular dynamics simulation is a

faithful representation of the protein structure and

dynamics in solution. A significant body of evidence

supporting this assumption has been accumulating over

the years (see e.g., Karplus and McCammon 2002;

Karplus and Kuriyan 2005). Moreover, possible in-

accuracies in the simulations do not affect the outcome

of the present ‘‘computer experiment,’’ in which we

assess how well different molecular dynamics strategies

with structural restraints recover a known reference

ensemble. The use of reference ensembles has been

exploited in X-ray crystallography studies (Kuriyan

et al. 1986; Ichiye and Karplus 1988) and has also been

used to generate synthetic NMR data (Bonvin and

Brunger 1995; Schneider et al. 1999).

In this work, we back-calculate nOe distances and S2

order parameters from the reference ensemble and

enforce them as restraints in ensemble-averaged

simulated annealing simulations while systematically

varying the number of molecules in the replica

ensemble, and the types, number, and error bounds of

the restraints. The replica ensembles generated by

multiple cycles of simulated annealing are then pooled

together to form a larger ensemble (the ‘‘restrained

ensemble’’) for each type of simulation. We then apply

a variety of measures to assess the similarity between

the reference ensemble and the various restrained

ensembles. We find that the quality of the agreement

with the reference ensemble depends on the type of

observable considered and that the optimal number of

replicas depends on the type of distribution that is

analyzed. Taken together, our results indicate that

different replica numbers are necessary for different

types of restraints in ensemble-averaged molecular

simulations. In fact, we find that two replicas are

optimal for nOe restraints, while higher replica

numbers yield the best cross-validation for the S2

restraint. We thus introduce here a simulation

protocol, named MUMO (Minimal-Under-restraining

Minimal-Over-restraining) in which S2 order parame-

ters are averaged over eight or sixteen replicas and

nOes are averaged in a linked pairwise manner

(Fig. 1). The application of the MUMO method to the

experimental data on ubiquitin yields an ensemble of

structures (PDB code 2RN2) with an RDC Q-factor of

0.19, compared to 0.26 obtained using the dynamics

ensemble refinement (DER) method (Lindorff-Larsen

et al. 2005), which was also calculated with nOes and

S2 order parameters, thus confirming the effectiveness

of MUMO method in determining both the structure

and dynamics of proteins.

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the use of restraints in the
MUMO procedure
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Methods

Reference simulation

A 22 ns unrestrained molecular dynamics simulation

was carried out for the 76-residue protein ubiquitin in

the CHARMM22 force field (MacKerell et al. 1998)

using the CHARMM molecular simulation package

(Brooks et al. 1983). Ubiquitin, which is well charac-

terized by NMR (Tjandra et al. 1995; Cornilescu et al.

1998; Lee et al. 1999; Chou et al. 2003) and used

extensively as a model system in computational

approaches (Clore and Schwieters 2004a; Lindorff-

Larsen et al. 2005; Nederveen and Bonvin 2005), was

solvated in a 4 Å explicit water shell containing 613

TIP3 water molecules (Jorgensen et al. 1983). The

boundary potential of the MMFP module was used to

prevent water molecules from escaping (Beglov and

Roux 1994). The simulation was started from the

minimized X-ray structure (Vijay-Kumar et al. 1987)

and run at 300 K. The SHAKE algorithm was applied

to all bonds to hydrogen atoms, eliminating high-fre-

quency motions and thus allowing for an integration

time step of 2 fs (Ryckaert et al. 1977). All calculations

used an atom-based truncation scheme with a list cut-

off of 14 Å, a non-bond cutoff of 12 Å, and the Len-

nard–Jones smoothing function initiated at 10 Å.

Electrostatic and Lennard–Jones interactions were

force switched. Atomic coordinates were saved every

500 integration steps (corresponding to every 1 ps)

yielding 22,000 data points. The first 2,000 frames were

discarded due to the potential existence of equilibra-

tion effects, leaving 20,000 frames for analysis.

Calculation of the nOe and S2 restraints

Experimentally, nOe signals can be observed from

protons less than about 6 Å apart (Neuhaus and

Williamson 2000). For the reference simulation, all

possible hydrogen–hydrogen interatomic distances

were back-calculated using a < r–3 > –1/3 average

(Lindorff-Larsen et al. 2005; Neuhaus and Williamson

2000), resulting in 11,452 distances under 6 Å. These

distances were split into short-range distances, where

the two hydrogen atoms are on the same or adjacent

residues, medium-range distances, where the two

hydrogen atoms are between two and four residues

apart, and long-range distances. Within each category,

distances were randomly selected to match the pro-

portions seen in experiment, yielding a total of 1,663

nOe restraints (Cornilescu et al. 1998); how the

selected distances break down in terms of residue

separation is shown in Table 1. In the double nOe

simulations, approximately twice as many distances

(3,446) were chosen, but the break-down between,

short, medium, and long-range distances was left un-

changed.

The nOe distances were binned using a lower bound

of 0 and upper bounds of 3.5, 5, and 6 Å in order to

reproduce the type of information available through

the exploitation of nOe experiments. To incorporate

an estimate of the experimental error, all the selected

distances were increased by 15% and then placed in

the appropriate bin based on the increased distance.

For the S2 restraints, backbone amide and side-chain

methyl S2 order parameters were back-calculated from

the reference trajectory using Eq. (6) (see below).

Most backbone S2 order parameters are well con-

verged, as judged by investigating the tail of the

autocorrelation function of the bond vectors, Ctail

(Nederveen and Bonvin 2005; Chen et al. 2004). For all

residues, except a few in the C-terminus of the protein,

which is known to be highly flexible (Tjandra et al.

1995; Wang et al. 2003), we found |Ctail–S2| < 0.05.

Backbone amide order parameters were calculated for

all residues except prolines and the N-terminal residue,

resulting in 72 restraints. Fifty side-chain methyl order

parameters were back-calculated for the following

bonds: alanine Ca–Cb, isoleucine Cc–Cd and Cb–Cc,

leucine Cc–Cd, methionine Sd–Ce, threonine Cb–Cc, and

valine Cb–Cc. Thus, a total of 122 S2 order parameter

restraints were applied in the ensemble-averaged sim-

ulations as described below.

Molecular dynamics simulations with ensemble-

averaged restraints

The restraints were included in the force field by aug-

menting the CHARMM energy function

VTOTAL ¼ VCHARMM þ VnOe þ VS2 ð1Þ

The restraint terms, VnOe and VS2 are implemented as

half-harmonic potentials that approach zero as the back-

calculated observables approach the experimental one

VðqXðtÞÞ ¼
aX Nrep

2 ðqXðtÞ � qX;0ðtÞÞ2; qXðtÞ[qX;0ðtÞ
0; qXðtÞ � qX;0ðtÞ

(

ð2Þ

Table 1 Number of inter-proton distance restraints as a function
of the distance along the polypeptide chain of residues i and j

Short-range |i–j| £ 1 825
Medium-range 1 < |i–j| £ 4 234
Long-range |i–j| > 4 604
Total restraints 1,663
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where X may correspond to either the nOe or the S2

term, Nrep is the number of replicas in the ensemble, aX

is the force constant, which relates to how strongly the

restraint is applied, and

qXðtÞ ¼
1

NX

XNX

k¼1

ðXexp
k �Xcalc

k Þ2 ð3Þ

where NX is the number of applied restraints and

qX;0ðtÞ ¼ min
0�s�t

qXðsÞ ð4Þ

In this implementation the back-calculated values are

forced to approach the experimental ones by requiring

them not to be worse than the best agreement previ-

ously achieved. Through the course of the simulation,

thermal fluctuations decrease qX,0(t), eventually lead-

ing to agreement with the experimental values (Best

and Vendruscolo 2004; Paci and Karplus, 1999).

The procedure for calculating Xk
calc varies with the

type of restraint employed and includes a form of

ensemble averaging appropriate to the particular

observable. For nOes of proteins in the native state

< r–3 > –1/3 averaging was used since internal motions

are assumed to be faster than the overall tumbling of

the molecule (Lindorff-Larsen et al. 2005; Neuhaus

and Williamson 2000). Thus, the interatomic distances

are calculated according to

dcalc
i ¼ 1

Nrep

XNrep

k¼1

r�3
k;i

 !�1=3

ð5Þ

where rk,i refers to distance i of replica k.

For the S2 restraint, Xk
calc is calculated using the

Lipari–Szabo approximation (Lipari and Szabo 1982;

Best and Vendruscolo 2004; Henry and Szabo 1985)

S2calc
k ¼ 3

2ðreff
k Þ

4

X3

i¼1

X3

j¼1

1

Nrep

XNrep

l¼1

ri;k;lrj;k;l

" #2

�1

0
@

1
A ð6Þ

where ri,k is the ith Cartesian component of bond vector

k. The simplifying assumption is made that the bond

vector does not change length during the molecular

dynamics simulation, and an effective bond length of

rk
eff is used. This approximation is enforced through the

use of the SHAKE algorithm (Ryckaert et al. 1977).

Using this procedure, the nOe distances and S2

order parameters back-calculated from the reference

simulation were employed as restraints in simulated

annealing cycle simulations. These simulations were

performed using the CHARMM22 force field, but were

carried out in vacuo, rather than in explicit solvent as

was done for the reference simulation. The number of

replicas used for the ensemble-averaging was system-

atically varied, as was the number of nOe restraints. In

one set of simulations, exact distances rather than

distance bins were used for the nOe restraints. All

simulations contain 100 annealing cycles, except for the

16 replica simulations, which contain 50. This number

of cycles proved sufficient for convergence, as mea-

sured by the observables considered for cross-valida-

tion (data not shown). The annealing cycles are

composed of the following steps: (1) 20 ps at 298 K

with a = ahigh, (2) 10 ps for every 25 K up to 498 K

with a = alow, (3) 10 ps at 498 K with a = alow, (4) 10 ps

for every 25 K down to 348 K with a = alow, (5)

10 ps for every 10 K down to 298 K with a = ahigh,

(6) 20 ps at 298 K with a = ahigh, at the end of which

the atomic coordinates are collected. Thus, the total

simulation time for each replica is 230 ps per cycle or

23 ns for the 100 cycles. The force constant a that is

applied to the restraints is lowered at higher temper-

atures in order to increase sampling; Table 2 lists the

combinations of force constants that were applied to

the different simulations.

Validation

To assess the similarity between the reference ensem-

ble and the restrained ensembles, a variety of para-

meters were investigated.

Table 2 List of the force constants employed in the restrained
simulations

Simulation anOe (kcal/mol/Å4) aS2 (kcal/mol)

ahigh alow ahigh alow

N1 5 * 107 5 * 106 – –
N2 8 * 107 8 * 106 – –
N4 8 * 107 8 * 106 – –
N8 8 * 107 8 * 106 – –
Nd1 8 * 107 8 * 106 – –
Nd2 8 * 107 8 * 106 – –
Nd4 8 * 107 8 * 106 – –
Nd8 8 * 107 8 * 106 – –
Ne1 3 * 106 3 * 105 – –
Ne2 8 * 106 8 * 105 – –
Ne4 8 * 106 8 * 105 – –
Ne8 4 * 106 4 * 105 – –
NS2 1 * 107 1 * 106 1 * 107 1 * 106

NS4 1 * 107 1 * 106 1 * 107 1 * 106

NS8 1 * 107 1 * 106 3 * 107 3 * 106

NS16 1 * 107 1 * 106 1 * 107 1 * 107

NdS8 8 * 106 8 * 105 1 * 107 1 * 106

NeS8 5 * 106 5 * 105 1 * 107 1 * 106

MUMO8 3 * 107 3 * 106 3 * 107 3 * 106

MUMO16 3 * 107 3 * 106 3 * 107 3 * 107
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S2 order parameters

To calculate the S2 order parameters, the members of

the restrained ensembles were first superimposed with a

least-squares fit using backbone heavy atoms of regular

secondary structures (residues 2–7, 12–16, 23–24, 41–45,

48–49, and 66–71) (Nederveen and Bonvin 2005). The

S2 order parameters were then obtained by the appli-

cation of Eq. (6).

3J-Couplings

Backbone and side-chain 3J-couplings, which give

information on dihedral angles, were calculated using

the corresponding Karplus equation

3J ¼ A cos2ðhþ dÞ þ B cosðhþ dÞ þ C ð7Þ

where known values of A, B, C, and d were used and

where h is the intervening dihedral angle (Karplus

1963). Five different backbone couplings (3JCO�CO
,

3JCO�Ha ,
3JHN�Cb , 3JHN�CO

, 3JHN�Ha) were considered

for all applicable residues. 3JN�Cc and 3JCO�Cc side-

chain couplings were considered for threonine, valine,

and isoleucine.

Hydrogen bond h3J-couplings

The same magnetization transfer mechanism that

occurs across covalent bonds and is measured by
3J-couplings can also be observed across hydrogen

bonds in proteins (Cordier and Grzesiek 1999). The

size of these h3JNC¢-couplings depends crucially on the

geometry of the hydrogen bond (Grzesiek et al. 2004).

Using quantum mechanical methods, the hydrogen

bond h3JNC¢-couplings were parameterized as (Barfield

2002)

h3JNC0 ¼ �360e�3:2rHO cos2 hþ 0:04 ð8Þ

where rHO is the length between the oxygen and the

hydrogen involved in the hydrogen bond and where h
is the angle between the bond vector of the carbonyl

group and the bond vector of the hydrogen bond.

Residual dipolar couplings

RDCs contain long-range information on the relative

orientations of bond vectors with respect to an external

magnetic field (Bax 2003; de Alba and Tjandra 2002).

RDCs for the reference simulation for N–HN, HN–CO,

N–CO, Ca–Ha, Ca–Cb, and Ca–CO bond vectors were

computed using PALES (Zweckstetter and Bax 2000)

with an approximation to the alignment tensor that

considers only steric effects. RDCs for the restrained

ensembles were back-calculated by fitting a single,

effective alignment tensor by minimizing the Q-factor.

Q ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ðRDCcalc �RDCexpÞ2

q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ðRDCexpÞ2

q ð9Þ

Interatomic distance distributions

Interatomic distances yielding nOe averages below 6 Å

were grouped into a restrained set, which contains the

atom pairs used as restraints, and an unrestrained set,

which contains all other atom pairs. For every hydro-

gen–hydrogen pair, the distance calculated for each

structure was binned into a histogram with a bin size of

0.4 Å and normalized by the number of structures in

the restrained ensemble.

The similarity between the histograms of the refer-

ence and the restrained ensembles was computed for a

given distance pair as

sk ¼
X

i

pref
i;k � prestrained

i;k

��� ��� ð10Þ

where the sum over i runs over all bins of the histogram,

and where pi,k
ref and pi,k

restrained correspond to the

normalized frequency of finding a particular distance

in that particular bin for the reference and the

restrained simulations, respectively. Thus, a low value

for sk represents very similar distributions while a high

value for sk represents dissimilar distributions. The

similarity measures sk were summed for all restrained

and unrestrained distances separately and then

averaged by the number of distances, Ndist, considered

S ¼ 1

Ndist

XNdist

k¼1

sk ð11Þ

Thus, we arrive at a value S for the overall distance

distribution similarity of the restrained and unre-

strained data sets.

Rotamer distributions

Distributions of rotamer states were examined for

those side-chains for which S2 order parameters were

calculated. In total, 46 side-chain rotamers were

investigated. The following dihedral angles were con-

sidered: isoleucine v1 and v2, leucine v1 and v2,

methionine v1, v2, and v3, threonine v1, and valine v1.

Dihedral angles were calculated for each structure in
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the reference and restrained ensembles, and then

placed into a histogram with a bin width of 10�. The

similarity between dihedral angle histograms was cal-

culated using Eq. (10) and an overall distribution

similarity, S, was derived using Eq. (11).

NH bond vector distributions

The orientations of the backbone amide bond vectors

were considered by first aligning the structures and

then binning the h and u angles in the spherical coor-

dinate system into a two dimensional histogram using

bin widths of 5�. The similarity to the reference was

computed using Eq. (10) and an overall similarity

measure, S, was calculated according to Eq. (11).

RMSD between average structures

CHARMM was used to calculate the geometric average

structure of the reference and each restrained ensemble.

Then the RMSD was calculated for regular secondary

structure elements between the averaged structures of

the reference and each restrained ensemble.

Mean pairwise RMSD between ensembles

The pairwise root mean square deviation (RMSD) was

calculated within all frames in the reference and each

restrained ensemble using CHARMM. The RMSDs

were then averaged to obtain the mean pairwise

RMSD for each simulation.

Per residue fluctuations

An average structure was calculated for the reference

and for each restrained ensemble. Then the RMSD of

the Ca at each residue was computed between each

structure in the restrained ensemble and its average

structure. In order to obtain the per residue fluctua-

tions, Fi
calc, at residue i, the RMSDs were averaged

across the restrained ensemble. The overall agreement

of the per residue fluctuations, F, between the refer-

ence and restrained ensembles was calculated by

averaging across all NCa residues

F ¼ 1

NCa

XNCa

i¼1

Fcalc
i � Fref

i

�� �� ð12Þ

where Fi
ref is the per residue fluctuation at residue i in

the reference ensemble.

Simulation with experimental NMR data

The starting structure, non-bonded interactions and

solvation scheme for the simulation with experimental

NMR data was identical to that of the ubiquitin ref-

erence simulation described above. Sixteen replicas

were simulated with 2,663 nOe distances restraints and

141 backbone and sidechain S2 order parameter

restraints (Cornilescu et al. 1998; Chang and Tjandra

2005; Lee et al. 1999). The experimental restraints

were ensemble-averaged according to the MUMO

protocol with the S2 order parameter restraints applied

over all sixteen replicas and the nOe distance restraints

applied to overlapping pairs of replicas.

A difference to the synthetic case is that many of the

nOe distances are ambiguous. Thus rk,i in Eq. (5) is

itself an average of all possible distance pairs contrib-

uting to the ambiguous nOe signal:

rk;i ¼
XNambig

l¼1

r�6
k;i;l

 !�1=6

ð13Þ

where the sum runs over all Nambig possible ambiguous

distances for a particular member of the replica

ensemble. The averaging between molecules and the

calculation of the S2 order parameters is identical to

the synthetic case.

In the annealing cycles, which were similar to the

synthetic case, the temperature was raised from 298 K

to 598 K while decreasing the force constant for the

nOes from 107 to 106 and for the S2 order parameters

from 5 * 107 to 5 * 106. A slightly higher maximum

temperature was used than in the sythetic annealing

cycles in order to speed up sampling, which is slower in

explicit water. After an equilibration phase at 298 K,

the final structure was recorded. The simulation time

for each cycle was 260 ps per replica. Nine cycles were

performed, yielding a simulation time of 2.34 ns per

replica. After pooling, an ensemble containing 144

members resulted.

Validation with experimental backbone RDCs

(Cornilescu et al. 1998) was performed by fitting a

single alignment tensor to minimize the unnormalized

Q-factors. Hydrogen bond J-couplings were calculated

according to Eq. (8), and correlation coefficients to the

experimental data were calculated (Cordier and

Grzesiek 2002). Also the RMSD of the geometric

average of all 144 structures to the average structure of

the RDC-restrained NMR ensemble (Cornilescu et al.

1998) was calculated.
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Results

Generation of the reference ensemble

with unrestrained molecular dynamics simulations

We generated a reference native state ensemble of

ubiquitin using an unrestrained molecular dynamics

simulation. The RMSD from the starting structure,

which is the minimized crystal structure (Vijay-Kumar

et al. 1987), remains below 1.5 Å at all times during the

simulation. The number and types of nOe distances

and S2 order parameters back-calculated from the

reference ensemble are similar to those available

experimentally for native state structure determina-

tion. This is necessarily the case for the nOe restraints

since the proportion of short, medium, and long-range

sequence distances was purposefully chosen to be

similar to the experimental case. Figure 2 demon-

strates that also the S2 order parameters fall within the

range of values typically observed for native state

proteins. Backbone order parameters generally vary

between 0.8 and 0.9, whereas the side-chain order

parameters are lower, which is also observed for the

reference simulation. The exception is the C-terminus,

which has also been found experimentally to be very

flexible (Tjandra et al. 1995; Wang et al. 2003).

Nonetheless, any force field contains approximations

(Karplus and McCammon 2002), and hence the refer-

ence ensemble may not fully represent the true struc-

ture and dynamics of native ubiquitin on the

nanosecond timescale. It does, however, represent a

model for a possible Boltzmann ensemble of a native

state.

Reproduction of the reference ensemble using

annealing simulations with ensemble-averaged

restraints

We aim here at establishing a computational procedure

that uses ensemble-averaged restraints to reproduce

the reference ensemble as accurately as possible. In

one series of simulations, we tested the effect of

imposing only nOe restraints on one (N1), two (N2),

four (N4), and eight (N8) replicas of the molecule at

each time step. In a second series, we applied both nOe

and S2 restraints to two (NS2), four (NS4), eight (NS8)

and sixteen (NS16) replicas. Additionally, we also

doubled the number of distance restraints and used

exact distances rather than bins. The Nd1, Nd2, Nd4,

and Nd8 simulations contain double the number of nOe

restraints for one, two, four, and eight replicas,

respectively. Similarly, the Ne1, Ne2, Ne4, and Ne8

simulations contain exact nOe restraints (the upper

and lower bounds of the distance bins are identical) for

one, two, four, and eight replicas, respectively. And,

the NdS8 ensemble was generated using eight replicas

with the regular S2 restraints, but with double the nOe

restraints. The NeS8 ensemble was created using

the regular S2 restraints in combination with exact nOe

restraints. Finally, we introduced and applied

a restraining algorithm (MUMO) in which nOes were

restrained in a linked pairwise fashion, while the S2

restraints were applied to either eight (MUMO8) or

sixteen replicas (MUMO16).

The restraints back-calculated from the reference

ensemble were imposed in ensemble-averaged

annealing cycle simulations, where each annealing

cycle yields one replica ensemble. The RMSD of the

restrained NMR parameters from those in the refer-

ence simulation are summarized in Table 3. These

values reflect how much, on average, individual

restraints are violated for each replica ensemble. The

RMSDs demonstrate that at each time step the

restraints are closely reproduced, indicating the self-

consistency of the procedure used to impose the

restraints. In Table 3, the RMSDs for both the nOes

and the S2 order parameters tend to decrease as the

number of replicas is increased. Since the number of

degrees of freedom is proportional to the number of

replicas (Bürgi et al. 2001), this result is expected.

Subsequently, the quality of the determined ensembles

is instead assessed by validation using unrestrained

observables (Bonvin and Brunger 1995; Brünger 1992;

Brünger et al. 1993).

Although the restraints are satisfied for each replica

ensemble they are not necessarily satisfied for the

overall restrained ensemble, in which all replica

ensembles are pooled together. The restraining algo-

rithm only enforces the restraints at each individual

time step and not across time steps or annealing cycles.

Nonetheless, in an Nrep replicas simulation with Ncyc

cycles the nOe restraints must necessarily be satisfied

when they are applied without a lower bound. At each
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Fig. 2 S2 order parameters back-calculated from the reference
simulation. The backbone order parameters are shown in black
and the side-chain order parameters are shown in red
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cycle, the back-calculated, average distances are forced

to be below the upper bound, rupper

1

Nrep

XNrep

j¼1

d�3
i;j

 !�1
3

� rupper ð14Þ

where the cycle number i is in the range 1£ i£ Ncyc and

where di,j is an interatomic distance for the jth replica

in the ith cycle. Hence the overall distance measured, r,

will also satisfy the upper bound, rupper:

r ¼ 1

NrepNcyc

XNcyc

i¼1

XNrep

j¼1

d�3
i;j

 !�1
3

ð15Þ

and hence

r ¼ 1

NrepNcyc

XNrep

j¼1

d�3
1;j þ � � � þ

XNrep

j¼1

d�3
Ncyc;j

 !�1
3

ð16Þ

r � N�4=3
cyc rupper ð17Þ

Since 0 < Ncyc
–4/3 £ 1, the back-calculated distance

across the whole restrained ensemble will always be

smaller than the upper bound. Thus no distance

restraint will be violated for the restrained ensemble

if it is satisfied for each replica ensemble; note that

this argument does not apply when there is a finite

lower bound, as, for instance, when exact distances

are used.

Any observable that is not a linear function of the

geometries of the individual replicas may be satisfied

for each of the replica ensembles, but not for the

restrained ensemble. Since the S2 order parameter

does not depend linearily on the Cartesian bond vector

components (see Eq. (6)), pooling effects may cause

disagreements between the S2 restraints and the values

back-calculated from the restrained ensemble. There-

fore we compare the backbone amide and side-chain

methyl S2 values back-calculated over the restrained

ensembles to those of the reference ensemble in Fig. 3.

In the NS16 case, several side-chain order parameters

are lower in the restrained ensemble than in the ref-

erence ensemble (Fig. 3l). In fact, the correlation

coefficient between the sidechain S2 order parameters

in the reference ensemble and in the NS16 ensemble

drops to 0.89 from 0.97 in the NS4 case (Table 4).

It is also worth noting that the correlations for both

the backbone and side-chain order parameters are

lower for the NS2 than for the NS4 simulation (Fig. 3).

Unlike in the NS16 case, the back-calculated order

parameters are not exclusively too low, suggesting that

issues other than the pooling of the replica ensembles

to form the restrained ensemble are at work. A prob-

able explanation is that two replicas are not sufficient

to fully model bond vector dynamics. Since the entire

range of the dynamical motions of a bond vector must

be represented by the replicas at each cycle, there must

be a minimum number of replicas necessary to enforce

the S2 order parameters (Best and Vendruscolo 2004).

This means that the difficulties in satisfying the order

parameters should be manifested also in the replica

ensembles themselves. This is true as the NS2 simula-

tions have the highest S2 RMSD out of all the simu-

lations with restrained order parameters (Table 3).

Thus, we propose that attempts to satisfy low S2 values

imposed as restraints generate large forces at low

replica numbers and hence an unrealistic degree of

frustration (defined as ‘‘an inability to satisfy simulta-

neously all the inclinations of all the microscopic

entities’’ (Mezard et al. 1987)) in the generated

ensembles. As will be shown later, also validation with

unrestrained observables indicates poor quality

structures at low replica numbers. This effect, called

here over-restraining (or underfitting), is due mainly to

the use of too few replicas to fit the data.

Comparison of ensembles

In order to assess the different simulation procedures,

we chose to compare the restrained ensembles, rather

Table 3 Average deviations per cycle (or replica ensemble) of
the nOe and the S2 restraints

Simulation nOe RMSD (Å) S2 RMSD

N1 0.080 ± 0.002 –
N2 0.041 ± 0.002 –
N4 0.031 ± 0.002 –
N8 0.029 ± 0.001 –
Nd1 0.103 ± 0.002 –
Nd2 0.063 ± 0.004 –
Nd4 0.047 ± 0.003 –
Nd8 0.040 ± 0.002 –
Ne1 0.427 ± 0.005 –
Ne2 0.205 ± 0.002 –
Ne4 0.174 ± 0.002 –
Ne8 0.213 ± 0.003 –
NS2 0.076 ± 0.003 0.058 ± 0.002
NS4 0.060 ± 0.002 0.046 ± 0.002
NS8 0.061 ± 0.004 0.031 ± 0.002
NS16 0.062 ± 0.002 0.049 ± 0.003
NdS8 0.088 ± 0.003 0.045 ± 0.003
NeS8 0.202 ± 0.002 0.047 ± 0.002
MUMO8 0.045 ± 0.002 0.032 ± 0.001
MUMO16 0.047 ± 0.002 0.032 ± 0.001
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than the replica ensembles, to the reference ensemble.

Lindorff-Larsen et al. observed that cross-validation

with the restrained ensembles yields better agreement

than with any one of the individual replica ensembles

(Lindorff-Larsen et al. 2005). Ideally, we would sim-

ulate a large replica ensemble to obtain adequate

sampling, but this is not feasible since we do not have

enough experimental information to do so without

overfitting. Therefore this study could also be con-

sidered a search for the optimal utilization of the

limited experimental information available in repro-

ducing the dynamics of proteins.

In order to determine the best way to reproduce the

reference ensemble, we need to define a procedure for

measuring the similarity between the reference and the

restrained ensembles. Formally, two ensembles are

identical if the same structures occur with the same

relative probabilities. However, this is not a practical

definition for our purposes.

A direct visual inspection of the ensembles (Fig. 4)

already provides a quite accurate perspective on the

quality of the reproduction of the structural hetero-

geneity of the reference ensemble. In order to obtain

a more quantitative assessment of the reproduction,

we back-calculate a variety of parameters, only some

of which are experimentally accessible, from the

restrained ensembles and compare them to the ref-

erence ensemble.

The accuracy in the determination of the average

structure is measured by the average RMSD between

the average structures of the restrained ensembles
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Fig. 3 Comparison of the
backbone (black) and side-
chain (red) S2 order
parameters back-calculated
for the reference and for the
entire ensemble of restrained
simulations. The panels refer
to the following ensembles:
N1 (a), N2 (b), N4 (c), N8 (d),
Nd4 (e), Nd8 (f), Ne4 (g), Ne8
(h), NS2 (i), NS4 (j), NS8 (k),
NS16 (l), NdS8 (m), NeS8 (n),
MUMO8 (o), and MUMO16
(p)

Table 4 Correlation coefficients between the S2 order para-
meters of the reference ensemble and the various restrained
ensembles analyzed in this work

Simulation Amide S2 Methyl S2

N1 0.72 0.49
N2 0.69 0.64
N4 0.72 0.60
N8 0.67 0.56
Nd1 0.73 0.54
Nd2 0.74 0.63
Nd4 0.69 0.75
Nd8 0.75 0.68
Ne1 0.77 0.21
Ne2 0.82 0.70
Ne4 0.79 0.74
Ne8 0.73 0.70
NS2 0.95 0.94
NS4 0.98 0.97
NS8 0.98 0.94
NS16 0.97 0.89
NdS8 0.97 0.98
NeS8 0.97 0.97
MUMO8 0.98 0.98
MUMO16 0.97 0.98
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and the average structure of the reference ensemble

(Table 5). The structural heterogeneity of the

ensembles is assessed by measuring the RMSD

between pairs of structures within the ensembles,

shown in Table 5. Low intra-ensemble RMSDs indi-

cate highly similar members in the structural ensem-

bles. The structural fluctuations in different regions of

the polypeptide chain are described by considering

the per residue fluctuations (Fig. 5). This type of plot

shows that the use of S2 order parameters as restraints

has a very significant impact on the quality of the

reproduction of the structural fluctuations, by con-

siderably reducing the problem of overfitting. This

conclusion is supported by the analysis of the S2 order

parameters themselves (Fig. 3 and Table 4), which

shows that excessive mobility is generated when nOe

distances are the only restraints used.

NMR parameters not used as restraints can also be

employed for validation. Table 6 lists the RDC Q-

factors obtained with the different simulations. With

the number and type of restraints held constant, the

Q-factors tend to increase, signifying worse agreement

with the reference RDCs, as the number of replicas is

increased. Other NMR parameters analyzed include

side-chain, backbone, and hydrogen bond J-couplings.

The agreement with the reference simulation is

quantified by the correlation coefficients listed in

Table 6.

Using a reference ensemble also allows us access to

distributions of properties, such as hydrogen-hydrogen

distances, NH bond vector orientations, and rotamer

a

mlkj

edcb

f g h i

n o p q

Fig. 4 Fifty representative
backbone traces for the
following ensembles: (a) the
reference, (b) N1, (c) N2, (d)
N4, (e) N8, (f) Nd4, (g) Nd8,
(h) Ne4, (i) Ne8, (j) NS2, (k)
NS4, (l) NS8, (m) NS16, (n)
NdS8, (o) NeS8, (p)
MUMO8, and (q) MUMO16

Table 5 RMSD of the average structures of the reference and
the restrained ensembles; average difference of the per residue
fluctuations; difference in average pairwise RMSD between the
restrained and the reference ensembles

Simulation RMSD of
average
structures
(Å)

Average difference
in per residue fluc-
tuations (Å)

Difference in
average pairwise
RMSD (Å)

N1 0.46 0.39 –0.50 ± 0.05
N2 0.64 0.21 0.07 ± 0.33
N4 0.75 0.30 0.27 ± 0.32
N8 0.75 0.73 0.44 ± 0.33
Nd1 0.52 0.45 –0.50 ± 0.03
Nd2 0.59 0.31 0.10 ± 0.45
Nd4 0.56 0.31 0.16 ± 0.23
Nd8 0.69 0.50 0.38 ± 0.32
Ne1 0.43 0.47 –0.51 ± 0.03
Ne2 0.34 0.20 –0.16 ± 0.21
Ne4 0.33 0.32 0.22 ± 0.31
Ne8 0.46 0.42 0.35 ± 0.29
NS2 0.62 0.19 –0.13 ± 0.13
NS4 0.71 0.25 0.29 ± 0.30
NS8 0.80 0.20 0.10 ± 0.28
NS16 0.87 0.17 0.05 ± 0.27
NdS8 0.76 0.17 0.11 ± 0.27
NeS8 0.46 0.20 0.10 ± 0.23
MUMO8 0.50 0.17 –0.12 ± 0.20
MUMO16 0.56 0.13 –0.09 ± 0.18
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states. For different types of restrained simulations

we show representative distance distributions (Fig. 6),

rotamer distributions (Fig. 7), and angular NH bond

vector distributions (Fig. 8). We observe that simula-

tions with low replica numbers do not detect the range

of substates present in the reference. By contrast,

simulations with higher replica numbers generally

identify the relevant substates, but do not always

enumerate their correct relative probabilities. On some

occasions, conformational substates that are not pop-

ulated in the reference ensemble are occupied in the

restrained ensembles, a result that indicates the pres-

ence of overfitting. The S-value, an overall measure for

the goodness-of-fit of the distributions, is presented in

Table 7.

Discussion

The onset of overfitting occurs beyond two replicas

in the nOe-only restrained simulations

Since the use of a larger number of replicas implies

increasing the number of degrees of freedom, the

restraints are often better satisfied at higher replica

numbers while agreement with non-restrained param-

eters deteriorates (overfitting). Previous studies of

nOe-only simulations have indicated that overfitting

occurs when using more than two replicas (Bonvin et al.

1994; Bonvin and Brunger 1995; Fennen et al. 1995).

Our data confirm this early onset of overfitting when

ensemble simulations are restrained only by nOes.

As shown in Table 5, the average structure of

ubiquitin is best reproduced when only a single replica

is used (N1). The agreement between the average

structure of the nOe-restrained ensembles and the

reference ensemble decreases as the number of repli-

cas is increased. This result is not surprising as the

restraints represent the average properties of the ref-

erence ensemble and must be satisfied for each

member of the N1 ensemble. Thus each structure in N1

represents the average structure of the reference
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only simulations, for (b) the
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(c) the double and exact nOe-
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the double, exact, and
pairwise nOe plus S2
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Table 6 Correlation coefficients for various unrestrained NMR
observables (the backbone, side-chain, and hydrogen bond J-
couplings, and the RDC Q-factors)

Simulation Backbone
J-coupling

Side-chain
J-coupling

Hydrogen
Bond
J-coupling

RDC
Q-factor

N1 0.97 0.97 0.36 0.38
N2 0.99 0.96 0.59 0.35
N4 0.98 0.94 0.51 0.39
N8 0.98 0.92 0.39 0.44
Nd1 0.97 0.97 0.68 0.34
Nd2 0.98 0.98 0.73 0.35
Nd4 0.98 0.99 0.61 0.37
Nd8 0.98 0.98 0.55 0.37
Ne1 0.98 0.97 0.68 0.33
Ne2 0.99 0.98 0.90 0.23
Ne4 0.99 0.99 0.82 0.23
Ne8 0.98 0.98 0.58 0.33
NS2 0.99 0.98 0.73 0.36
NS4 0.99 0.98 0.78 0.33
NS8 0.98 0.98 0.71 0.41
NS16 0.98 0.94 0.71 0.40
NdS8 0.99 0.98 0.78 0.38
NeS8 0.99 0.99 0.82 0.24
MUMO8 0.99 0.98 0.74 0.29
MUMO16 0.99 0.98 0.75 0.27

In all cases the statistical errors on the correlation coefficients
are estimated to be about 0.02
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ensemble. By contrast, when two or more replicas are

used, individual replicas may deviate significantly from

the restraints and thus from the average structure.

This observation is supported by the analysis of the

average pairwise RMSD, listed in Table 5. For the N1

simulation, the average pairwise RMSD is substantially

smaller than for the reference simulation, implying that

the N1 simulation does not reproduce the dynamic

fluctuations about the average structure that are present

in the reference ensemble. For the N2 ensemble, the

average pairwise RMSD (0.88 Å) is slightly larger than

that of the reference (0.81 Å) but within the acceptable

range given by the standard deviation. As the replica

number is increased even further, the pairwise RMSD

grows still larger. This result suggests that at higher

replica numbers, the nOe-only ensembles are too
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Fig. 6 Example of a distance
distribution from a restrained
hydrogen–hydrogen pair. The
reference distribution is
shown in black, whereas the
restrained distribution is
shown in red for the
ensembles (a) N1, (b) N2, (c)
N4, (d) N8, (e) Nd4, (f) Nd8,
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Fig. 7 Rotamer distributions
for the v2 rotamer on residue
36 for the restrained
simulations. The reference
distribution is shown in black,
whereas the restrained
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heterogeneous. As the replica number is increased, the

restraints can in principle still be satisfied, even if one

replica adopts an extended, or potentially even

unfolded, conformation (Zagrovic and van Gunsteren

2006). This problem is particularly severe because the

< r–3 > –1/3 averaging associated with nOes is especially

insensitive to large distances.

The N2 ensemble provides the best fit to the refer-

ence ensemble in terms of the per residue fluctuations

(Fig. 5a and Table 5). Also, the back-calculated S2

order parameters show that the N1 ensemble is too

rigid since especially for the sidechains but also for the

backbone the order parameters in the restrained

ensemble are higher than in the reference ensemble

(Fig. 3a). As the replica number is increased (Fig. 3b–

d), more and more data points fall below the diagonal,

implying that the ensembles are too heterogeneous.

Table 4 lists the correlation coefficients for the order

parameters. The best correlation for the side-chain

order parameters occurs at two replicas, while the best

agreement for the backbone is found at one and four

replicas. Nevertheless, the correlation for the order

parameters for all nOe-only restrained simulations is

fairly low, showing that nOe-only simulations are not

very successful in capturing the fast (ps–ns) dynamics

of native state proteins.

Validation with other unrestrained observables also

illustrates that overfitting occurs already at low replica

numbers. Table 6 demonstrates that backbone and

hydrogen bond J-couplings are best reproduced for the

N2 simulation, whereas the backbone J-couplings show

optimal agreement for the N1 simulations. Increasing

the replica number beyond two leads to worse agree-

ment. Also the agreement with the RDCs tends to

deteriorate as the replica number is increased; the best

Q-factor is achieved in the N2 simulation.

Fig. 8 NH bond vector
distributions for residue
Asp32 projected onto a unit
sphere. The reference
distribution is shown in red,
while the restrained
distribution is shown in blue.
(a) the NS16 ensemble; (b)
the MUMO16 ensemble

Table 7 Similarity scores S
between the reference and
the restrained ensembles;
results are reported for
distributions of the restrained
and unrestrained distances,
the sidechain rotamers, and
the angular components of
the NH bond vectors

The statistical errors on the S
scores are estimated to be less
than 0.02 in all cases

Simulation Restrained
distance
distributions

Unrestrained
distance
distributions

Sidechain
rotamer
distributions

Angular NH
bond vector
distributions

N1 0.87 0.89 0.73 1.17
N2 0.51 0.53 0.65 0.94
N4 0.44 0.47 0.53 1.05
N8 0.47 0.49 0.47 1.08
Nd1 0.91 0.94 0.83 1.14
Nd2 0.51 0.52 0.42 1.00
Nd4 0.39 0.41 0.33 0.97
Nd8 0.41 0.43 0.36 0.97
Ne1 1.00 1.02 0.98 1.15
Ne2 0.56 0.54 0.57 0.87
Ne4 0.34 0.34 0.30 0.76
Ne8 0.33 0.35 0.25 0.70
NS2 0.47 0.49 0.44 1.01
NS4 0.43 0.44 0.33 0.93
NS8 0.47 0.49 0.40 1.11
NS16 0.44 0.46 0.34 0.99
NdS8 0.40 0.41 0.29 0.90
NeS8 0.30 0.33 0.24 0.70
MUMO8 0.49 0.50 0.40 0.82
MUMO16 0.46 0.47 0.37 0.81
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One important aspect of using a reference ensemble

and synthetic NMR data is that it becomes possible to

compare directly distributions of distances and rotamer

states. Representative distance and rotamer distribu-

tions shown in Fig. 6a–d and Fig. 7a–d respectively

provide a visual illustration of the underfitting and

overfitting effects. In the N1 simulations, the distribu-

tions are too narrow. This is especially true for the v2

distribution of Ile36 shown in Fig. 7a. The less popu-

lated rotamer state at 300� of the reference ensemble is

not populated in the N1 ensemble due to underfitting.

When eight replicas are used (Fig. 7d), this rotamer

state is populated, but so is an additional state at 60�,

which does not exist in the reference ensemble; this

overfitting effect can also be seen in the distance dis-

tributions (Fig. 6a–d). As the replica number is

increased, the distributions become broader. In par-

ticular, long-distance tails tend to develop, a situation

particularly prevalent for the N8 ensemble in Fig. 6d.

Results of other properties that we investigated,

such as the per residue fluctuations and S2 order

parameters, support the conclusion that the N1

ensemble does not display enough structural hetero-

geneity, while the opposite is found for the N4 and N8

ensembles. Therefore the N1 ensemble is over-

restrained (underfitted), whereas the N4 and N8

ensembles are under-restrained (overfitted). Hence,

consistent with the results by Bonvin and Brünger

(Bonvin and Brunger 1995), the N2 ensemble seems to

display the best possible balance between over- and

underfitting in the case of nOe-only restrained simu-

lations.

Doubling the number of nOe restraints or using

exact distances delays overfitting

The extent of overfitting and underfitting depends on

the balance between the number of degrees of freedom

and the amount of experimental information available.

As more information is added, increasingly many rep-

licas are necessary to avoid underfitting, while it should

be possible to delay the onset of overfitting at high

replica numbers. We tested the influence of the infor-

mation content of the restraints by doubling the number

of nOe restraints in one series of simulations and using

exact bins for the distance restraints in another series.

The double and exact restraint simulations were

carried out with one, two, four, and eight replicas.

Virtually all validation measures considered in this

study improve when augmenting the available experi-

mental data. Lower Q-factors are observed (Table 6),

particularly for the simulations with the exact nOe

restraints. Also the order parameters (Table 4) and

J-couplings (Table 6) improve. The distance and rot-

amer distributions (Table 7) become more similar to

the reference ensemble. Not only do these parameters

improve when compared to the nOe-only (N) simula-

tions, better agreement is now more often found at

higher replica numbers.

The improved agreement with non-restrained

parameters and distributions of observables confirms

that overfitting is in fact due to a lack of information

about the system. The number of replicas at which

overfitting occurs increases as the amount of informa-

tion about the system is increased. Furthermore, using

exact bins tends to yield better results than doubling

the number of restraints. This result indicates that

significant information is lost when placing distances

into large bins. Also, doubling the number of restraints

is not equivalent to doubling the information as many

restraints are redundant, especially when large distance

bins are used. These results suggest that bins should be

tightened as far as the experimental error allows

(Schneider et al. 1999).

Addition of the S2 restraints to the nOe restraints

delays overfitting

Although doubling the number of restraints or using

exact bins delays the overfitting problem, we do not

suggest this as a viable solution since it would require a

currently infeasible increase in the amount and preci-

sion of experimental nOe data. Encouragingly, how-

ever, the addition of the S2 restraints, which are

measurable experimentally, also delays the onset of

overfitting.

Ensembles in the nOe-only (N) simulations are

structurally too heterogeneous when using two or more

replicas. Ensembles from the nOe plus S2 (NS) simu-

lations are only slightly too heterogeneous when four

or more replicas are used. Also the per residue fluc-

tuations (Fig. 5) are well reproduced at high replica

numbers. Since the S2 restraint causes a delay of the

ensemble broadening effect at high replica number

seen in N simulations, we also expect cross-validation

with unrestrained NMR observables to yield higher

optimal replica numbers. The agreement with side-

chain, backbone, and hydrogen bond J-couplings

improves at higher replica numbers compared to the N

simulations (Table 6). Interestingly, when considering

distributions of properties, such as distances, rotamer

states, and NH bond vector orientations, the best

agreement is found for the NS4 simulation. The NS8

simulation is significantly worse, but agreement im-

proves again for the NS16 ensemble. However, the

NS4 simulation has a higher average pairwise RMSD
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than both the NS8 and NS16 simulations. These results

indicate that both underfitting and overfitting effects

for the nOe and the S2 restraints are at play.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that although many

observables require higher replica numbers, some

measures like the RMSD of the average structures

and the RDC Q-factors remain optimal when two or

four replicas are used. As these are observables that

depend strongly on the average structure (although

dynamics also play a role in the RDCs), this result

suggests that although the higher replica NS simula-

tions reproduce the dynamics very well, they do so at

the expense of the average structure. Increasing the

replica number to a point where the S2 restraints can

be satisfied with high precision has the effect that the

nOe restraints are no longer effective in maintaining

the average structure.

Tradeoff between overfitting and underfitting

The dependence of the optimal replica number on the

observable under consideration complicates our goal of

determining the appropriate types of restraints and the

optimal number of replicas to use in order to produce

ensembles that simultaneously model the structure and

dynamics of native states. In nOe-only (N) simulations

low replica numbers generate the best possible cross-

validation, whereas higher numbers (eight or sixteen)

create optimal agreement for many but not all of the

observables when using both nOe and S2 restraints

(NS). Now we address which types of restraints yield

the best overall agreement with the reference ensemble.

Rotamer and distance distributions, which are sen-

sitive to the variability of structures within the

restrained ensemble, are best reproduced in the NS

simulations, as shown in Table 7. Also hydrogen bond

J-couplings are much better reproduced in the NS than

in the N simulations (see Table 6). Not surprisingly,

observables specifically designed to measure dynamics,

such as the per residue fluctuations, are generally

better reproduced in the NS simulations (see Fig. 5).

However, the RMSD between the average structures

of the reference and the restrained ensembles at the

optimal replica numbers deteriorates when S2 order

parameters are added as restraints in addition to nOes.

In other words, observables reporting on dynamics are

better reproduced in the NS simulations, whereas

observables sensitive to the average structure are

optimally reproduced in the N simulations with low

replica numbers.

In the NS simulations, two types of restraints are

used and they are susceptible to overfitting and

underfitting at different replica numbers. As the N

simulations show, nOe restraints are prone to overfit-

ting, even at relatively low replica numbers. The S2

restraints, on the other hand, are much more suscep-

tible to underfitting, since at each time step, all possible

NH bond vector or side chain bond vector orientations

should be represented. Thus a fairly large number of

replicas is necessary for the S2 restraint to work with

accuracy. As a result, average properties are sacrificed

at high replica numbers when the dynamics are best

characterized.

The MUMO approach reproduces native state

structure and dynamics

The considerations so far suggest that when restraining

two or more different NMR observables simulta-

neously methods should be devised such that each

observable is restrained with its optimal replica num-

ber. Such an approach should in principle alleviate the

overfitting and underfitting problems that are observed

in the NS simulations. The MUMO (minimal under-

restraining minimal over-restraining) procedure

implements these ideas and enables us to reproduce

the average structure as well as in the case of the N1

and N2 simulations and the dynamics as well as in the

NS8 and NS16 simulations.

In the MUMO method, nOe distances are restrained

for pairs of replicas, whereas the S2 restraints are ap-

plied to eight or sixteen replicas. In order to prevent

structures that share nOe restraints from becoming too

dissimilar, the pairs were overlapped as shown in

Fig. 1. This procedure prevents overfitting the nOe

distances no matter how large an ensemble is used for

the S2 order parameters, while ensuring that the pairs

do not diverge too far from each other.

Validation for the MUMO restrained ensembles

demonstrates the success of this method in producing

structure and dynamics simultaneously; the RMSD

between the average structures remains almost as low

as in the N1 simulation (Table 5). The best Q-factor

(0.27) for the RDCs (N–HN, HN–CO, N–CO, Ca–Ha,

Ca–Cb, and Ca–CO, see Methods), is observed for the

MUMO16 ensemble (Table 6), which, remarkably, is

close to that (0.24) obtained with the use of exact

distances as restraints (NeS8). Cross-validation with

backbone, side-chain, and hydrogen bond J-couplings

is as good or better as for the NS and N simulations for

both the MUMO8 and MUMO16 ensembles (Table 6).

Similarly, the per residue fluctuations and the average

pairwise RMSD closely reproduce those of the refer-

ence ensemble (Table 5 and Fig. 5).

Agreement for the distance and rotamer distribu-

tions is comparable to that achieved by NS8 for
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MUMO8 and to that achieved by NS16 for MUMO16

(Table 7). The NH bond vector distributions, on the

other hand, are significantly better reproduced in the

MUMO simulations. Figure 8 shows the NH bond

vector distributions for residue Asp32, which has a

backbone order parameter of 0.88 in the reference

simulation, for both the NS16 and the MUMO16 case.

The MUMO simulation is more successful in replicat-

ing the behavior of this bond vector. Additionally, the

correlation for the side-chain S2 order parameters for

the pooled ensembles is higher for the MUMO than for

the NS simulations (Table 4 and Fig. 3), although the

same algorithm was used to enforce the S2 restraints at

each cycle. This result demonstrates that the added

rigidity provided by enforcing the nOe restraints over

pairs of overlapping replicas in the MUMO algorithm

aids in the effective enforcement of the order param-

eter restraint.

Determination ubiquitin ensemble using MUMO

with experimental data

The use of a synthetic reference ensemble proved very

effective in understanding the trends of overfitting and

underfitting and in developing the MUMO method.

However, there are many assumptions and simplifica-

tions inherent in the use of synthetic data. Thus we

applied the MUMO16 method to the experimental

nOe distances and S2 order parameters available for

native state ubiquitin.

We assess the generated ensemble (PDB code

2RN2) by comparing it to the DER ensemble of 128

structures (PDB code 1XQQ), which was produced

with the same nOe and S2 data and a similar solvation

and annealing set-up (Lindorff-Larsen et al. 2005).

Validation with unrestrained parameters demonstrates

the success of the introduction of the pairwise nOe

restraint in the MUMO16 algorithm (Table 8). The

MUMO16 method yields an RDC Q-factor of 0.19

compared to 0.26 for the DER ensemble. The corre-

lation coefficient for the hydrogen bond J-couplings

increases to 0.84 from 0.70 observed for the DER

ensemble. The RMSD of the average structure of the

MUMO16 ensemble to the average of the RDC-re-

strained NMR ensemble (1D3Z), which represents the

average geometry of the native state ubiquitin

extremely well), is 0.31 Å, whereas the RMSD of the

average DER structure is 0.40 Å. Taken together,

these results demonstrate that the MUMO method

introduced in this study presents a highly accurate

protocol for simultaneously determining the structure

and dynamics of native state proteins.

Conclusions

We have analysed the effects of the underfitting and

the overfitting problems on procedures for simulta-

neously determining the structure and the dynamics of

the native states of proteins. An extensive comparison

of different types of simulated annealing simulations

with ensemble-averaged restraints has shown that nOe

restraints are extremely sensitive to overfitting whereas

S2 restraints are more susceptible to underfitting. As a

solution to this problem, we proposed the MUMO

procedure, in which different observables are ensem-

ble-averaged over a different number of molecules.

The best results were obtained when nOe distances

were averaged over pairs of molecules in a sixteen-

member ensemble while S2 restraints were enforced on

all members. Application to the native state of ubiqu-

itin using experimentally measured nOe distances and

S2 order parameters shows that the MUMO method is

capable of providing ensembles at high resolution.

Furthermore, as the MUMO approach can be readily

extended to include other NMR observables that

contain information about the dynamics of proteins, in

particular RDCs and J couplings, it should serve as a

general procedure for performing restrained molecular

dynamics simulations.
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